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Interplay of Smuggling of Foreign 

Currencies and Illegal Import of Gold 

through Passengers at International 

Airports: An Analysis 
    

SRINIVASAN GOPAL
1 

         

  ABSTRACT 
Foreign currency seizures have increased dramatically across the international airport and 

this development is, inter alia, directly related to the unauthorised importation of gold. This 

article examines the mutually beneficial relationship between the two, in which the 

benefactors use the services of the foot soldiers. 

Readers can gain a useful understanding of the complexities involved and the roles of 

various agencies, including but not limited to the DRI, Air Customs, CISF, Airlines, and 

other stake holders in the effective implementation of the provisions of the Customs Act, 

1962, and FEMA, 1999, using various modes of operation across international airports. 

 

BACKGROUND 

US Dollar (USD; US $) is the official currency of the United States of America and is also one 

of the most common currencies used during international trade amongst the various countries 

in the world.  To put it mildly, most of the transactions are reflected in US $ and hence the 

importance of US $.  

1.1 It is required to be noted here that unlike Indian currency where every denomination has 

a different colour and size, the US $ is uniform in size and has a single colour – green on all the 

denominations i.e., US $ 1, 2, 5, 20, 50 & 100. 

1.2 It may come as a surprise to many readers that it is not the Indian currency that is 

commonly counterfeited but the US dollar. The film "Catch Me If You Can" is based on a true 

story, and readers can watch it to learn more about counterfeiting. The result of the film is worth 

watching, wherein the counterfeiter is made the Chief of the Anti-Counterfeiting Unit of the 

FBI. The point being conveyed in the film is that the person indulging in such activities is 

always ahead of the enforcement agencies, and it is better to utilise the services of such persons 

 
1 Author is a Superintendent of Central Tax at Office of Pr. Chief Commissioner of CGST & CX (DZ), New Delhi, 

India. 
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in the nation’s (USA's) interest. 

1.3 Be that as it may, because of US $ are green in colour, greenback is a common slang for 

the US $.  There is a direct correlation between bank rate and hawala rate of exchange vis a vis 

smuggling of foreign currency, particularly US $.  Whenever the unofficial rate of exchange, 

i.e., the hawala rate of exchange moves north vis-à-vis the official bank rate, there will be a 

spurt in the smuggling of foreign exchange. The foreign exchange so smuggled is in some way 

linked to the illegal flow of gold from foreign shores. 

1.4 Foreign currency imports are unrestricted under the Foreign Exchange Management Act 

of 1999 (FEMA), with the only condition that a passenger arriving at an international airport 

report at the Customs Red Channel to declares the foreign currency(ies) carried by him if the 

foreign currency (in a single currency, such as US $, Euro, or Great Britain Pound, etc.) exceeds 

US $ 5,000. In case of multiple currencies, viz.  US dollars or Euro, or UAE Dirhams, Kuwaiti 

Dinars, Singapore Dollars, British Pounds, and so on) is worth $10,000 or more. In both the 

situations where there is reporting by the passenger, the said passenger is issued a Currency 

Declaration Form (CDF), and this CDF is necessary for depositing the foreign currency into the 

account of the said passenger. 

1.5 Smuggling of foreign currency is always prone to difficulties in the grey currency 

exchange market, and like the Sensex for the trading of shares, the currency rates too display 

vagaries, depending upon various factors, including but not limited to the foreign exchange 

reserve, the trade balance or imbalance, etc. 

2 We can always map the trend of gold smuggling to the fluctuations in the currency 

markets. The illegal import of gold, mainly through the passenger route, is funded by the illegal 

export of foreign exchange by the unscrupulous operators in the market, and it is this illicitly or 

illegally imported gold that gets exchanged with the gold jewellers, who use this illegally 

procured gold to manufacture jewellery and do business without raising bills. The illegal gold 

melting is done, and sometimes it is observed that while conversion, the logo of MMTC PAMP 

is used to pass off as locally manufactured in India (which is otherwise an intellectual property 

violation). The foreign-origin gold is converted into the desired shape and size, and it is resized 

into gold bars, biscuits, and coins and sold to the jewellers. It is a common knowledge that the 

jewellers issue estimate slips or put their signatures (which differs from the original signature 

on official documents) on the visiting card to assure the buyers of jewellery that the exchange 

of jewellery or for any other reason, they can visit them.   By this modus operandi, the jewellers 

do a roaring business and simultaneously evade payment of taxes. 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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2.1 The unscrupulous persons in the racket of smuggling usually choose smaller airports 

with less security, compared to bigger airports like Mumbai and Delhi, and in this smuggling 

racket of gold and foreign currencies, there are gangsters, real estate business people, 

diamantaires, jewellers, etc. 

2.2 There is a deep connection, correlation, and interplay between the smuggling of foreign 

currency out of the country and the illegal import of gold. This article, while focusing on the 

smuggling of foreign currencies, also analyses the direct correlation with the smuggling of gold. 

2.3 Generally, the smuggling of foreign currency is on the rise with the approaching festival 

season: Dhanteras, Dussehra, and Deepavali. The trend of gold smuggling gets firmed up, and 

the operators in this field, using the smuggled gold, manufacture jewellery out of the same and 

keep the price comparatively low vis a vis others in the field because of the statutory taxes are 

not to be discharged. The consumers, under the guise of saving a few thousand rupees, end up 

fuelling the illegal import and illicit trade of gold and the manufacture thereof. While the entire 

industry cannot be blamed, there are some jewellers who are habituated to indulging in the 

buying of smuggled gold. Although they are a fraction of the trade, the fact remains that they 

significantly contribute to the flourishing illegal trade. It is also a fact on record that the illegal 

or illicit export of foreign currency provides a means for laundering proceeds of unlawful and 

criminal activities, and such illegal activities pose a grave threat to the national economy and 

national security. Apart from the above, a parallel economy also functions unregulated and 

outside the ambit of the enforcement agencies. 

3 To illustrate this phenomenon, we look at some of the cases booked in the recent past at 

the international airports and illegal imports across the north-eastern borders of India. 

3.1 West Bengal Preventive Commissionerate Customs Officers searched an exporter firm 

in South Dumdum, Kolkata, and because of this operation, they recovered foreign-origin gold 

bars and assorted jewellery weighing 9.865 kilograms1, valued at Rs. 4.9 crores. Continuing 

with the operations, we find that on 23rd August 2022, the Customs Officers attached to the 

West Bengal Preventive Commissionerate's Headquarters Preventive and Intelligence Branch 

recovered and seized 12.215 kilograms2 of foreign origin gold bars from a premises in Baguiati, 

Kolkata, in which 4 people were involved and were arrested under the provisions of the Customs 

Act, 1962. Acting on information, on 16th July 2022, officers working under the Preventive 

Commissionerate, Petropole, West Bengal were able to stop two persons carrying a total of 10 

pieces of foreign-marked gold biscuits totalling 1.16 kilograms3 valued at Rs. 60.59. Similarly, 

on 21st June 2022, a thorough search of a shop in Burra Bazar, Kolkata, based on a specific 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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intelligence, resulted in the recovery and seizure of 9020.46 grams3 of foreign gold valued at 

Rs. 4.51 crores. A Bangladeshi passenger arriving from Bangladesh was intercepted on 4th July 

2022 at Green Channel & search of his person resulted in the recovery of 5 yellow metal rods 

shaped as Kadas & 2 crude chains made of 24 carat gold collectively weighing 764 grams4 

valued at Rs.40,32,000.  On 15th June 2022, acting upon a specific intelligence, a search of a 

shop at Sarkar Lane, Kolkata, led to the recovery and seizure of a kilograms of foreign-origin 

gold valued at Rs. 52.39 lakhs5.  We further find that on 12th June 2022, acting on a spot 

intelligence, the Customs Officers of Air Intelligence Unit, Kolkata Airport intercepted 2 

Myanmar Nationals while existing the Green Channel, while attempting to escape the metal 

detector tests.  A thorough search of the two passengers resulted in recovery of 2 kilograms of 

gold valued at Rs. 1.04 crores from their rectums6.  The Customs Officers of Customs 

Commissionerate (Preventive), Vijayawada, on 26th June 2022, during the raids conducted had 

seized gold bars weighing 10.77 kilograms valued at about Rs.5.80 crore being smuggled from 

Chennai to Guntur and Rajahmundry. The persons had “concealed the gold in separate metal 

boxes behind the seats.” Based on confessions, further raids were conducted in Rajahmundry 

by the Kakinada Customs authorities led to the seizure of 24 silver bars of one-kilogram each7. 

In September 2022, the DRI busted an instance of gold being smuggled through porous borders 

and then distributed by a syndicate using domestic courier consignment of a supply chain and 

logistics company, foiling attempts at gold smuggling. The DRI seized 65.46 kilograms8 of gold 

in a coordinated interception at Mumbai, Patna, and Delhi, consigned from Aizawl to Mumbai 

in domestic courier consignment and declared as clothes. In all, in eleven cases, 121 kilograms 

of gold were seized in September 2022 from the North-Eastern region, which clearly brings out 

the fact that smugglers are using this region to indulge in the smuggling of gold, adopting novel 

concealment modes. Readers may see the massive spurt in the illegal inflow of gold and its 

seizure prior to Deepavali.  

3.2 At this stage, it will be indeed useful to refer to one of the earlier cases booked by DRI, 

Chennai Zonal Unit, using the domestic air route, to smuggle foreign origin gold, which was 

recovered and seized under the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 and was litigated before 

the Hon’ble High Court of Madras in the celebrated case titled “the Additional Director 

General, DRI, the Senior Intelligence Officer, DRI, the Joint/Additional Commissioner of 

Customs(Airport) V. Abhishek Mundra” in W. A. Nos. 954 and 1056 of 2014, M. P. Nos. 1, 1 

and 2 of 2014 decided on 3rd June 2016, reported as 2016 (6) TMI 627 - MADRAS HIGH 

COURT. Para 16 of the Writ Petition reads as under: 

“…specific intelligence that the respondent arriving at Chennai Domestic 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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Airport from Kolkata on 14.10.2013, by Spice Jet Flight, was carrying 

gold bars, smuggled into India through Bangladesh. On a detailed 

examination of his hand baggage, in the presence of independent 

witnesses, it was found that the respondent was carrying 296 rectangular 

cut pieces of gold bars of varying sizes and shape. These were cut bars 

from regular size gold bars and that the markings on the gold bars were 

deliberately attempted to be erased to avoid detection of foreign markings 

and that the said gold bars have been made to appear crude. Most of 

these bars had traces of markings such as, 10 TOLA , 999.0,  DUBAI-

UAE and G on their surface. Weight of these 296 rectangular cut pieces 

of gold bars was 15.160 Kgs. The Government of India approved assayer, 

on examination, certified that the said 296 rectangular cut pieces of gold 

bars to be of 24 carat purity (999 purity) and valued the same as ₹ 

4,53,89,040/-.” 

Emphasis applied 

4 Unlike imports, the export of foreign currency operates on a different yardstick. A 

passenger going abroad is mandatorily required to obtain foreign exchange required for 

fulfilment of his purpose (say, tourism, business, studies, medical, emigration, etc.) only from 

an authorised dealer (also called an authorised person) nominated by the Reserve Bank of India. 

5 Customs officers of various ranks assigned to the country's various international airports 

serve as the country's economic guardians. They are trained to nab international passengers 

committing offences under the Customs Act, 1962, and the Allied Laws. 

6 To understand the laws that are implemented by the Customs Officers at the 

International Airports, a reference to definition of “goods”, as defined under Section 2(22) of 

the Customs Act, 1962, which is extracted as under, would be useful: 

“(22) "goods" includes - 

(a) vessels, aircrafts and vehicles; 

(b) stores; 

(c) baggage; 

(d) currency and negotiable instruments; and 

(e) any other kind of movable property;” 

 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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6.1 The Customs Act, 1962 explicitly deals with “goods” and “goods” include currency and 

negotiable instruments. 

7 The present article focuses on the smuggling of foreign currency from Indian passengers 

while going abroad and in doing so, the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 and the FEMA are 

discussed in extenso to give a clear picture of the offences committed by the passengers at the 

time of departure and the reasons for smuggling of foreign currency. 

7.1       It is also required to be mentioned here that the Customs Officers at the International 

Airports are also entrusted with the task of implementation, inter alia, of the following Allied 

Acts and the Rules and Regulations made thereunder: 

(i) Customs Tariff Act, 1975  

(ii) Provisional Collection of Taxes Act, 1931 

(iii) Foreign Trade (Development and Regulation) Act,1992  

(iv) Arms Act, 1959  

(v) Antiquities and Art Treasures Act, 1972  

(vi) Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972  

(vii) Chemical Weapons Convention Act, 2000  

(viii) Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act, 1985  

(ix) PITNDPS Act, 1988  

(x) COFEPOSA Act, 1973 

(xi) Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1940 

(xii) Cigarettes and Other Tobacco Products (Prohibition of Advertisement and 

Regulation of Trade and Commerce, Production, Supply and Distribution) Act, 2003. 

(xiii) Trade Mark Act, 1999 

(xiv) Design Act, 2000 

(xv) Copyright Act, 1957 

(xvi) Patents Act, 1970 

(xvii) Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999, etc. 

8 Before we move to the core issue, it is essential to understand certain terms such as 

“illegal export”, “smuggling”, “prohibition”, “seizure” and “confiscation” under the Customs 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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Act, 1962.  It is also equally important to understand the interplay of the provisions of the FEMA 

and the Customs Act, 1962. At the outset, we find that Chapter IVB of the Customs Act, 1962 

deals with prevention or detection of illegal export of goods and for the purpose of Chapter IVB, 

we find that in section 11H(a)  “illegal export” means  

“(a)  "illegal export" means the export of any goods in contravention of 

the   provisions of this Act or any other law for the time being in force;” 

8.1 The definition of “export”, “export goods” and “exporter” as defined under the Section 

2 of the Customs Act, 1962 are extracted hereunder for ease of reference” 

“(18) "export", with its grammatical variations and cognate expressions, 

means taking out of India to a place outside India; 

(19) "export goods" means any goods which are to be taken out of India 

to a place outside India; 

(20) "exporter", in relation to any goods at any time between their entry 

for export and the time when they are exported, includes any owner, 

beneficial owner  or any person holding himself out to be the exporter;” 

8.2 Moving further, the term “prohibited goods” has been defined under Section 2(33) of 

the Customs Act, 1962 as under: 

“(33) "prohibited goods" means any goods the import or export of which 

is subject to any prohibition under this Actor any other law for the time 

being in force but does not include any such goods in respect of which the 

conditions subject to which the goods are permitted to be imported or 

exported have been complied with;” 

8.3 The term “smuggling” has been defined under Section 2(39) of the Customs Act, 1962 

to mean as under: 

“39 "smuggling", in relation to any goods, means any act or omission 

which will render such goods liable to confiscation under section 111 or 

section 113;” 

8.4 Section 110 of the Customs Act, 1962 deals with, inter alia, seizure of goods by the 

proper officer, if he has reason to believe that any goods are liable to confiscation under the 

Customs Act, 1962. Various clauses of Section 113of the Customs Act, 1962 deal with 

confiscation of goods attempted to be improperly exported, etc.  The relevant clauses applicable 

or invokable for the purposes of “attempt of export” foreign currencies are as under: 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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“(d) any goods attempted to be exported or brought within the limits of 

any customs area for the purpose of being exported, contrary to any 

prohibition imposed by or under this Act or any other law for the time 

being in force; 

(e) any goods found concealed in a package which is brought within the 

limits of a customs area for the purpose of exportation; 

(h) any goods which are not included or are in excess of those included in 

the entry made under this Act, or in the case of baggage in the declaration 

made under section 77; 

(i) any goods entered for exportation which do not correspond in respect 

of value or in any material particular with the entry made under this Act 

or in the case of baggage with the declaration made under section 77; 

(l) any specified goods in relation to which any provisions of Chapter IVB 

or of any rule made under this Act for carrying out the purposes of that 

Chapter have been contravened” 

8.5  It needs to be emphasized at this juncture that “preparation to export” any goods in 

contravention of the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 is punishable with imprisonment for 

a term which may extend to 3 years or with fine or with both under Section 135A of the Customs 

Act, 1962.  However, at the same breadth, it is required to noted that there is no parallel 

provision for “preparation to import” of goods as the same cannot be an offence as there is no 

physical import that has taken place.   

8.6 Now, ongoing through the provisions of FEMA, we find the “currency”, “currency 

notes”, “export”, “foreign currency”, “foreign exchange”, “import”, “person resident in 

India" have been defined as under: 

h) "currency" includes all currency notes, postal notes, postal orders, money 

orders, cheques, drafts, travellers cheques, letters of credit, bills of exchange and 

promissory notes, credit cards or such other similar instruments, as may be notified by 

the Reserve Bank;" 

(i) "currency notes" means and includes cash in the form of coins and bank 

notes;" 

(l) "export", with its grammatical variations and cognate expressions, means-

" 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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(i) the taking out of India to a place outside India any goods," 

(ii) provision of services from India to any person outside India;" 

(m) "foreign currency" means any currency other than Indian currency;" 

(n) "foreign exchange" means foreign currency and includes,-" 

(i) deposits, credits and balances payable in any foreign currency," 

(ii) drafts, travellers cheques, letters of credit or bills of exchange, expressed 

or drawn in Indian currency but payable in any foreign currency," 

(iii) drafts, travellers cheques, letters of credit or bills of exchange drawn by 

banks, institutions or persons outside India, but payable in Indian currency;" 

(p) "import", with its grammatical variations and cognate expressions, means 

bringing into India any goods or services;" 

(v) "person resident in India" means-" 

(i) a person residing in India for more than one hundred and eighty-two days 

during the course of the preceding financial year but does not include-" 

(A) a person who has gone out of India or who stays outside India, in either 

case- 

(a) for or on taking up employment outside India, or 

(b) for carrying on outside India a business or vocation out-side India, or 

(c) for any other purpose, in such circumstances as would indicate his intention 

to stay outside India for an uncertain period; 

(B) a person who has come to or stays in India, in either case, otherwise than-

" 

(a) for or on taking up employment in India, or 

(b) for carrying on in India a business or vocation in India, or 

(c) for any other purpose, in such circumstances as would indicate his intention 

to stay in India for an uncertain period; 

(ii) any person or body corporate registered or incorporated in India, 

(iii) an office, branch or agency in India owned or controlled by a person 

resident outside India, 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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(iv) an office, branch or agency outside India owned or controlled by a person 

resident in India;" 

8.7 FOREIGN TRADE POLICY 2015-2020 (EXTENDED)  [FTP 2015-2020] 

“2.26 Passenger Baggage 

(a) Bona-fide household goods and personal effects may be imported as part of 

passenger baggage as per limits, terms and conditions thereof in Baggage Rules 

notified by Ministry of Finance. 

(b) Samples of such items that are otherwise freely importable under FTP may also be 

imported as part of passenger baggage without an Authorisation. 

(c) Exporters coming from abroad are also allowed to import drawings, patterns, 

labels, price tags, buttons, belts, trimming and embellishments required for export, as 

part of their passenger baggage without an Authorisation.” 

FEMA, 1999 – A BRIEF OVERVIEW 

8.8 The legal framework for administration of foreign exchange transactions in India is 

provided by the FEMA. FEMA is administered by the Reserve Bank of India and 

implemented by the different formations of Customs, DRI and the Enforcement 

Directorate. 

8.9 Under the FEMA, 1999 all transactions involving foreign exchange have been classified 

either as capital or current account transactions. All transactions undertaken by a resident 

that do not alter his / her assets or liabilities, including contingent liabilities, outside India 

are current account transactions. 

8.10    In terms of Section 5 of the FEMA, persons resident in India are free to buy or sell foreign 

exchange  from or to authorized person for any current account transaction except for those 

transactions for which drawal of foreign exchange has been prohibited by Central Government 

in terms of Rule 3 of Foreign Exchange Management (Current Account Transaction) Rules, 

2000, such as remittance out of lottery winnings, remittance of income from racing/riding, etc., 

or any other hobby, remittance for purchase of lottery tickets, banned / proscribed magazines, 

football pools, sweepstakes, etc. There lease of foreign exchange to persons resident in India 

for various current account transactions, Authorised Dealer banks are to be guided by the Rules 

made under Section 5 and Section 46 of the FEMA, which are detailed in the Foreign Exchange 

Management (Current Account Transactions) Rules,2000 notified by the Government of India 

vide Notification No.G.S.R.381(E) dated 3rd May 2000.  

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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8.11 In terms of the Rule 5 the said Foreign Exchange Management (Current Account 

Transactions) Rules, 2000 in respect of transactions included in Schedule III, prior approval of 

the Reserve Bank is required for remittance exceeding the specified limits. The release of 

foreign exchange up to the threshold ceilings specified in Schedule III stands delegated to the 

Authorized Dealer banks. All applications for release of foreign exchange exceeding the limits 

as prescribed in Schedule III to the Rules is referred to the Regional Office concerned of the 

Foreign Exchange Department of the Reserve Bank of India, under whose jurisdiction the 

applicant is functioning / residing.  

8.12 In terms of Schedule III to the Foreign Exchange Management (Current Account 

Transactions) Rules, 2000 release of exchange exceeding US $ 10,000 or its equivalent in one 

financial year for one or more private visits to any country (except Nepal and Bhutan) is 

allowed. 

In terms of Reserve Bank of India’s Master Direction - Other Remittance Facilities issued vide 

No. RBI/FED/2015-16/4 (FED Master Direction No. 8/2015-16) (updated up to 6th November 

2018), the release of foreign exchange on account of travel abroad by an Authorised Dealer is 

as under: 

“3.1 Travel: 

3.1.1 Out of the overall foreign exchange (USD 250,000 per financial year) being sold 

to a traveller, exchange in the form of foreign currency notes and coins may be sold up 

to the limit indicated below: 

i. Travellers proceeding to countries other than Iraq, Libya, Islamic Republic of 

Iran, Russian Federation and other Republics of Commonwealth of Independent States - 

not exceeding USD 3000 per visit or its equivalent. 

ii. Travellers proceeding to Iraq or Libya - not exceeding USD 5000 per visit or 

its equivalent. 

iii. Travellers proceeding to Islamic Republic of Iran, Russian Federation and 

other Republics of Commonwealth of Independent States - full exchange may be 

released.” 

iv. Travellers proceeding for Haj/Umrah pilgrimage- full amount of entitlement in 

cash or up to the cash limit as specified by the Haj Committee of India, may be released.” 

8.13 In short, under current regulations, a passenger may carry up to US $ 3,000 in foreign 

currency in the form of currency notes issued by an authorised person. It should be noted that a 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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passenger who has arrived and has carried with him foreign currency that is less than the amount 

required to be declared at the Red Channel (i.e., less than US $ 5000) to obtain a CDF can carry 

the amount imported minus the amount spent in India. It is specifically required to be noted that 

this is different from the withdrawal of foreign exchange from an authorised person. 

 In accordance with Notification No. FEMA 11/2000-RB dated 3rd May 2000, a returning 

traveller is permitted to retain with him foreign currency travellers’ cheques and currency notes 

up to an aggregate amount of US $ 2,000 and foreign coins without any ceiling beyond 180 

days. Export from and import into India of Indian currency or currency notes are governed by 

the Foreign Exchange Management (Export and Import of Currency) Regulations, 2000, 

notified under Notification No. FEMA 6/RB-2000 dated 3rd May 2000, as amended. Export of 

foreign exchange and currency notes is governed by Regulation 5 & 7 of Foreign Exchange 

Management (Export and Import of Currency) Regulations, 2000.       

COMMISSION OF OFFENCES BY PASSENGERS -AN ANALYSIS                                   

8.14 The passengers who are apprehended by the customs officers at the international airports 

do not get the Indian currency converted by an authorised person, as defined under Section 2(c) 

of FEMA. The currency dealt with by such passengers is covered under Section 2(h), (m), and 

(n) of FEMA. Such passengers who are apprehended do not either have any assets or liabilities 

abroad, and the transactions entered by such international passengers are clearly classifiable 

under "current account transaction" as defined under Section 2(j) of FEMA. They have dealt 

with foreign exchange in violation of Section 3(a) of the FEMA. Such international passengers 

have acquired, owned, and possessed foreign currency obtained from unauthorised foreign 

exchange dealers in violations of Section 4 of FEMA. Further, the conversion done by 

unauthorised persons violated the provisions of Section 5 of FEMA. 

8.15 The foreign currency and Indian currency attempted to be exported also do not qualify 

to be termed "bona fide baggage" as envisaged under sections 77 and 79 of the Customs Act, 

1962, read with FTP 2015-2020 (extended). Further, the international passengers who are 

apprehended did not make a true and correct declaration of the contents of their baggage to the 

proper officer. Further, the currency seized under Section 110 of the Customs Act, 1962 is 

covered under Sub-clause (d) of Clause (22) of Section 2 of the Customs Act, 1962. By virtue 

of restrictions on the export of foreign currency (and Indian currency), the same becomes 

prohibited goods as per Section 2(33) of the Customs Act, 1962.  

8.16 Having understood the interplay between the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962, and 

FEMA, we refer to some of the cases mostly booked during the current calendar year to drive 
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home the point that the smuggling of currencies does take place, and this is irrespective of the 

gender, age, and place. 

CASES BOOKED BY DIFFEENT CUSTOMS FORMATION – AN ANLYSIS 

9 In one of the most recent cases of its kind, officers of the Air Intelligence Unit (AIU) of 

Kolkata Customs, acting on specific intelligence, intercepted a middle-aged man as he was 

about to board a flight to Dubai on 8th September 2022, with US $ 11.87 lakhs, equivalent to 

Rs. 9.34 crores.9 The passenger had hidden the US $ inside two trolleys while covering them 

with clothes and had checked them in with the airlines. On interrogation, the said passenger 

could not produce any licit documents in support of the said currencies being carried by him in 

his checked-in baggage. Consequently, he was arrested under Section 104 of the Customs Act, 

1962. 

 

9.1 In a similar operation, four people were detained at CSI Airport, Mumbai with foreign 

currency worth Rs. 15 crores before boarding an international flight in May 2022.10 
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9.2 On 15th September 2022, the Customs Officer of the Air Intelligence Unit at Trichy 

International Airport seized foreign currency worth US $ 33,01,000 (equivalent to Rs. 

2,36,88,700) concealed in checked-in luggage from three passengers bound for Singapore.11 

 

9.3 An Indian passenger was intercepted on 2nd August 2022, based on suspicion, and was 

subsequently offloaded. A detailed examination of the blue duffel bag and search of his person 

led to the recovery of foreign currency equivalent to Rs. 58,16,625. The recovered foreign 

currencies of 262,500 Saudi Arabian Riyals and 5,000 US $ (equivalent to Rs. 58,16,625)12 

were seized under the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962. 
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ROLE OF AIRLINES PERSONNEL 

10 Airlines officials play a very critical role in helping various enforcement agencies, 

including Customs. A passenger travelling to Dubai was intercepted in a case involving close 

coordination between Customs and the Airlines, and foreign currency concealed in cavities 

inside the bag equivalent to Rs. 6.05 crores were recovered and seized by customs officers on 

19thSeptember 2022 at Sri Guru Ram Das Ji International Airport, Amritsar.13 

 

ROLE OF CISF IN APPREHENDING PASSENGERS WITH FOREIGN 

CURRENCIES, ETC. 

10.1 The role of CISF officers posted at the international airports requires a special mention.  

On 15th October 2022, an Indian male passenger bound for Sharjah by Indigo Flight No. 6E 

1405 was intercepted by the officers of AIU, RGIA, Hyderabad with the help of CISF personnel 

at the International Departure Terminal. On search of his person and baggage 1 lakh Saudi 

Arabian Riyals equivalent to Rs.21,70,000/- was recovered and seized under the Customs Act, 

1962.14 
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10.2 Based on information provided by the CISF, Customs Officers apprehended the 

housekeeping staff, attempting to smuggle gold through the mop. Over one kilogram of gold 

valued at Rs. 80 lakhs was concealed in a mop handle, and a portion of the gold that was 

concealed in the shoes of the staff was also detected and seized at the Anna International 

Airport, Chennai, and the housekeeping staff was arrested. The housekeeping staff was 

attempting to smuggle the gold through the transit area and was nabbed with the help of CISF 

personnel. In total, 1.9 kilograms of gold worth Rs. 83.86 lakhs were recovered and seized under 

Section 110 of the Customs Act of 1962, and the housekeeping staff was arrested on 1st October 

2022, under Section 104 of the Customs Act of 1962.15 

 

10.3 The video of the mode of concealment can be seen by clicking on to this link.16 

10.4 The tweet dated 30th September 2022 by CISF is as under: 

“Always alert & vigil to protect & secure!#CISF nabbed a 

housekeeping staff along with 1.811 kg gold paste (worth 

approximately Rs 70 lakh) concealed in “Cleaning Mop” @ Chennai 

Airport. The staff was handed over to Customs.”17 

10.5 On 28th September 2022, a lady passenger was apprehended with US $ 35,200 

equivalent to Rs. 28 lakhs. The tweet from CISF read as under: 

“Always alert & vigil to protect & secure!#CISF apprehended a lady 

passenger carrying 35,200 US Dollar approximately INR 28 lakhs, 
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concealed in her bag @ IGI Airport, New Delhi. The passenger was handed 

over to Customs.”18 

10.6 The mode of concealment can be seen by clicking on to the link19 

10.7 Similarly, the tweet dated 29th September 2022 reads as under: 

“Always alert & vigil to protect & secure!#CISF nabbed a staff of Duty Free 

Shop along with 116 gm x 06  Gold Bars (696 gm) concealed in his clothing 

and shoes @ IGI Airport, New Delhi. The staff was handed over to 

Customs.”, was tweeted on 29th September 2022 by CISF.20 

10.8 The mode of concealment can be seen by clicking on to the link21 

10.9 On 26th September 2022, the CISF tweeted as under: 

“Vigilant # CISF personnel apprehended a passenger carrying 

foreign currency (worth approx.. Rs. 12 lakh) concealed under the 

false bottom of his bag @ IGI Airport, New Delhi.  The passenger was 

handed over to Customs”.22 

10.10 The mode of concealment can be seen by clicking on to the link.23 

10.11 On 20th October 2022, the CISF tweeted as under: 

“Always alert & vigil to protect & secure !  

#CISF apprehended a passenger carrying yellow metal paste weighing approx 2005 

gms, concealed in his clothing @ Kolkata Airport. The passenger was handed over 

to Customs.24 

10.12 On 18th October 2022, the CISF tweeted as under25: 

 “Always alert & vigil to protect & secure! 

#CISF nabbed a staff of Vikat Vinayak18 Services Pvt. Ltd along with 06 Gold Bars 

weighing about 583 gms, concealed in his trousers  @ IGI Airport, New Delhi. The 

staff was handed over to Customs.” 
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ROLE OF OFFICERS OF CISF MANNING THE X-RAY COUNTERS 

11 The CISF officers staffing the X-ray counters are meticulous in their observation. To 

illustrate, a Dubai-bound Indian passenger was apprehended on 30th August 2022, by CISF 

personnel at the Delhi airport for smuggling 185,500 Saudi Arabian Riyals, equivalent to Rs. 

41 lakhs, neatly folded in square shape and concealed in lehenga buttons. The passenger was 

intercepted by a CISF officer at Terminal 3 of the Indira Gandhi International Airport while 

checking. The CISF Officer on Duty noticed suspicious images of the buttons, which were kept 

in the passenger's bag, on the X-ray scanner monitor and decided to probe further. The passenger 

was handed over to Customs for further action.26  

ROLE OF SURVEILLANCE AND INTELLIGENCE TEAM OF CISF 

12 The role of the surveillance and intelligence team of CISF deployed at international 

airports calls for appreciation. The surveillance and intelligence CISF officers staffing the 

security operations at the IGI Airport, New Delhi, based on the behaviour detection, on 30th 

June 2022, noticed activities at 'B' Gate area of Terminal-3, of the IGI Airport, New Delhi and 

the passengers were identified.   Two passengers identified as Subhan Ahmed and Jasvinder 

Singh were marked as "suspicious". They had come to the IGI to board a Chandigarh-bound 

flight. Checking the CCTV footage of their entire movement revealed something suspicious 

about them. The CCTV footage revealed that Ahmed first approached the J row of the check-

in counter and checked in one bag on a Dubai-bound Emirates Airlines flight and collected his 

boarding pass. Taking advantage of the fact that there is no segregation between the 

international and domestic check-in counters, Subhan Ahmed went to the washroom, and after 

changing his dress, he reached the B row check-in counter and collected his boarding pass for 

the Chandigarh-bound Vistara Airlines flight. Subhan Ahmed’s accomplice Jasvinder Singh 

revealed during tactful questioning that the former was carrying a high volume of foreign 

currency, and due to fear of being caught, he changed his destination from Dubai to Chandigarh. 

During the interrogation, Jasvinder Singh confessed that he checked in one bag for Ahmed in 

his name. Following a physical search of both passengers' bags, 1,20,000 Saudi Arabian Riyals 

hidden between the middle layer of Ahmed's handbag and 99,740 Saudi Arabian Riyals and US 

$15,200 hidden between the outer and inner layers of a tiffin box in Jasvinder Singh's bag were 

discovered and recovered. The passengers and the recovered foreign currencies were handed 

over to Customs for further action under the Customs Act, 1962.27 The modus operandi adopted 

is that when the check-in baggage is cleared undetected, the message is passed on to the 

person(s) at the other end, and such checked-in baggage gets cleared easily as there is no tallying 

of the baggage stub vis a vis any passengers. In short, the possibility of sending the checked-in 
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baggage without the passenger accompanying the baggage cannot be ruled out. Alternatively, 

using the services of unscrupulous ground handlers, the baggage stub can be changed to allow 

the free passage of the checked-in baggage.  Such loophole poses a threat to the country. 

12.1 In another case, the surveillance and intelligence team of the CISF at IGI Airport, New 

Delhi, intercepted a passenger bound for Dubai on 4th  August 2022. On a physical inspection 

of his bag in the presence of Customs Officers, around US $ 52,800 was detected, ingeniously 

concealed in the multiple plastic thread rolls in his baggage. The currency had been bound using 

tapes, and the tapes were also meant to conceal them.28 

12.2 On 27th  April 2022, the surveillance and intelligence staff of CISF intercepted a 

passenger based on suspicion, and a search was conducted. After thorough checking of his 

luggage, US $ 22,000 and 2,00,000 UAE Dirhams, equivalent to Rs. 59 lakhs were found 

concealed under the false bottom of his bag. On inquiry, the passenger could not produce any 

licit/valid document to carry such an amount of foreign currency. Subsequently, the passenger, 

along with the recovered foreign currency, was handed over to Customs officials for further 

action in the matter. The accused, identified as Sumit Kumar, was bound for Sharjah on an Air 

India Express flight.29 

12.3 The CISF surveillance and intelligence staff posted at Terminal 3 at IGI Airport, New 

Delhi, on 22nd September 2022, noticed suspicious activities of a passenger at the "C" Row 

Check-in area. The passenger was identified as Mohammad Israfil, an Indian national30 who 

was set to travel from Delhi to Dubai by Spicejet Flight No. SG-11 (STD 0740 hrs). "On 

suspicion, he was diverted to a random checking point for thorough checking of his luggage. 

"On checking his trolley bag through the X-BIS machine, a doubtful image of the concealment 

of some foreign currency was noticed," said a statement by CISF. The passenger was later 

allowed to complete the check-in formalities and was kept under close watch through physical 

and electronic means. After clearing the check-in process and immigration formalities, the 

passenger was intercepted by CISF surveillance and intelligence staff and was brought to the 

departures' customs office. "Approximately US $ 69,300, equivalent to Rs. 55.4 lakhs were 

discovered during a thorough inspection of his trolley bag in the presence of customs officials, 

which were cleverly concealed "between the layers of the body and bottom part of a Hot Case 

and a Thermos" kept inside the trolley bag," the statement continued. The accused did not 

produce valid documents to carry the said amount of foreign currency. The passenger was 

handed over to Customs, along with the recovered US $ 69,300 (Rs. 55.4 lakhs). 

12.4 Such alertness has been displayed before too. On 11th February 2020, observant CISF 
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officials learned of a detected a case of concealing of foreign currency amounting to Rs. 45 

lakhs in cooked meat bits, peanuts, and sealed biscuit packets. Five hundred and eight crisp 

currency notes were recovered from the eatables. In the case of the peanuts, the alert CISF 

officers found that the shells were perfectly brought together with the help of some adhesive 

after they were emptied of their ingredients and currency notes were stuffed in neatly.31 

 

12.5 A passenger with Saudi Arabian Riyal equivalent to Rs. 2.3 crore hidden in a secret 

chamber in his bag was intercepted by the security wing of the Cochin International Airport 

on 24th August 2022, while attempting to travel to Dubai. He was handed over to the customs 

officers for further action.32 

 

12.6 Moving further, on 2nd October 2022, during scanning of the handbag of a London-

bound passenger, CISF detected excess foreign currency and handed it over to Customs at Sri 

Guru Ram Das Ji International Airport, Amritsar. During further examination, foreign currency 

equivalent to Rs. 10,14,560 and Indian currency valued at Rs 1,50,000 were found and seized.33 
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INTERCEPTION BY DRI 

13 It is common knowledge that the illegal import of gold through the porous borders of 

the Northeast enters the market, particularly in Kolkata. It is not the author's case that gold only 

enters through the porous borders of the Northeast and ends up in Kolkata for consumption and 

further distribution. To illustrate, the seizures listed at serial numbers 6, 9, 10, 11, and 13 of the 

Table appended below buttress the point that porous borders have been used for gold smuggling 

but have been thwarted due to specific intelligence. We also see several seizures effected at 

international airports and city areas during July 2022 to October 2022 by the apex intelligence 

agency across the length and breadth of the country.  

Table 

Sl. 

No. 

Quantity of gold 

seized34-56 

 

Place of seizure  Date of seizure 

1 19.5 kilograms From a person at Ramnath Puram (Ramnad), Tamil 

Nadu; smuggled into India from Sri Lanka 

13th September 2022 

2 3.93 kilograms  From a passenger at Trichy International Airport 29th September 2022 

3 2.5 kilograms From a passenger at CSI Airport, Mumbai 1st September 2022 

4 7.1 kilograms From a passenger vehicle near Indore 30th August 2022 

5 2.5 kilograms From a passenger destined for Delhi from 

Gorakhpur (U.P.) 

27th August 2022 
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6 6.63 kilograms From a passenger vehicle near Imphal 27th August 2022 

7 0.995 kilogram From two passengers destined to Patna via 

Bakhtiyarpur-Patna Highway on a bus. 

26th August 2022 

8 12.64 kilograms From a residential building in Sealdah area of 

Kolkata 

25th August 2022 

9 4.98 kilograms From a motorcycle in Chandel District, Manipur 16th August 2022 

10 6.97 kilograms From a passenger vehicle Pherima village Dimapur 

Nagaland. 

6th August 2022 

11 7.13 kilograms From two passengers travelling in a public bus 

along the Pallel-Imphal road. 

3rd August 2022 

12 2.45 kilograms From a passenger at Jaipur International Airport 30th July 2022 

13 2.32 kilograms From a vehicle near Pallel village Manipur 28th July 2022 

14 2.33 kilograms From a passenger at IGI Airport, T-3, New Delhi 27th July 2022 

15 1.82 kilograms From a passenger who boarded Sealdah-New Delhi 

Rajdhani Express. 

26th July 2022 

16 8.5 kilograms From two passengers at Ahmedabad International 

Airport. 

24th July 2022 

17 1.75 kilograms From a passenger at Kolkata Railway Station. 17th July 2022 

18 1.171 kilograms From a passenger at Barauni Junction, Begusarai, 

Bihar. 

15th July 2022 

19 23.23 kilograms 

 

From four passengers travelling in 2 vehicles on the 

highway connecting Siliguri – Guwahati. 

28th  September 2022 

 

 

 

20 2.79 kilograms Foreign-origin gold from four passengers onboard 

a bus on Durgapur Expressway. 

29th September 2022 
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20 65.46 kilograms# Gold was consigned from Aizwal to Mumbai in 

domestic courier consignment. The gold was 

concealed in gunny bags declared as clothes. 

September 2022 

# 11 cases of gold seizures of 121 kilograms  in September 2022 were effected. This alone shows 

that the NE corridor is still extensively being used by smugglers deploying ingenious ways of 

concealment of gold. 

 

21 5.6 kilograms Foreign-origin gold from six passengers at 

Coimbatore airport. 

3rd October 2022 

22 4 kilograms Foreign-origin gold was recovered from the 

personal search of a passenger at Calicut 

International Airport. 

10th October 2022 

 

 

Seizure of gold on 28.09.2022 

14 The point being highlighted is that but for the seizures effected, the gold would have 

been sold, transferred, or bartered in the market and converted into jewellery for the ensuing 
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festival season.  

15 The specialised agency of the CBIC, viz., DRI, has successfully intercepted many 

passengers, Indian as well as foreign, indulging in the illegal export of foreign currencies.  

15.1 To begin with, we see on 8th October 2022, the officers of DRI seized foreign currency 

equivalent to Rs 96.82 lakhs from the checked-in baggage of three international passengers at 

Chandigarh, Lucknow and Ahmedabad airports.57 

15.2 Based on specific intelligence developed using data analytics, two passengers scheduled 

to travel to Sharjah were intercepted at the CSI International Airport in Mumbai on 26th 

November 2021. Foreign currencies in the form of US $ and UAE Dirhams equivalent to Rs. 

3.7 crore were discovered in their baggage.58 

 

The foreign currency was found concealed deep in the ingeniously designed false bottoms of 

the carry-on baggage. The mode and manner of concealment would have made detection 

difficult in ordinary baggage scans. Both the passengers had no licit documents for the export 

of the seized foreign currency. The foreign currency recovered from them was seized in terms 

of Section 110 of the Customs Act, 1962.  

15.3 Based on very specific intelligence, the officers of DRI, Mumbai Zonal Unit, intercepted 

a passenger, Karan Singh, who had arrived at CSI Airport, Mumbai, from Jodhpur by Indigo 

Flight No. 6E 5362 and was to board Dubai Flight 6E 61 on 3rd  December 2021. White coloured 

envelopes were discovered, duly concealed, inside the garments during the examination of the 

passenger's baggage. On opening the envelopes, a total of 1,32,000 US $, 42,150 Euro, 29,500 

Saudi Arabian Riyals, and 6,00,000 Japanese Yen, equivalent to Rs. 1,42,75,018/-, were found 

and hence seized under Section 110 of the Customs Act, 1962, on a reasonable belief that the 

offending foreign currencies were liable to confiscation under Section 111 of the Customs Act, 

1962. During the investigation, it transpired that one Lekhraj Mewara had handed over the said 

baggage to Karan Singh. Karan Singh was arrested on 4thDecember 2021, under Section 104 of 
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the Customs Act, 1962. Lekhraj was subsequently arrested on 5thDecember2021, under Section 

104 of the Customs Act, 1962.59  

 

15.4 The involvement of foreigners in the illegal import and sale of gold in Indian markets 

and carrying the proceeds in the shape of foreign currencies is not new to the officers of DRI. 

DRI officers arrested five Taiwanese passengers on their way to Hong Kong at the Delhi airport 

for attempting to smuggle out of India for US $ 4,49,600, equivalent to Rs. 3,25,51,040. The 

foreigners, who arrived in Delhi on 28th August 2019, admitted to being a part of a larger 

syndicate involved in smuggling foreign-origin gold into India and smuggling sale 

proceeds (foreign currency) out of India. The recovered foreign currency was seized, and all 

the foreign nationals were arrested under the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962.60  

ACTION BY CUSTOMS FORMATIONS 

16 Air customs officers from the Air Intelligence Unit detained a lady at Kolkata 

International Airport based on on-the-spot intelligence for carrying US $ 1,30,000, equivalent 

to Rs. 1.03 crore, at the airport. In a first of its kind, the lady passenger was handed over to the 

ED for further investigation under FEMA.61 

TAKING A CIRCUITOUS ROUTE TO SMUGGLE FOREIGN CURRENCIES 

17 To smuggle foreign currency, smugglers sometimes take a circuitous route to avoid 

being caught. This happens even though there is direct connectivity from the places the 

smuggler operates. On 18th August 2022, Air Customs Officers at IGI Airport, Terminal 3, New 

Delhi, arrested two Indian nationals as they were leaving Delhi for Bangkok via Mumbai, after 

US $ 19,200 and Euro 15,700, equivalent to Rs. 27.50 lakhs were recovered and seized from 

bangle boxes they were carrying. The video can be viewed by clicking the link.62  

17.1 Moving further, based on spot intelligence provided by the Air Intelligence Unit of 

Kolkata Customs, the action, launched on 4th July 2022, resulted in the interception of a 

departing passenger from Kolkata to Bangkok via Delhi, following completion of check-in 
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formalities and a search of his baggage, resulting in the recovery of US $ 40,000, equivalent to 

Rs. 30,90,000.63 

17.2 Continuing with the trend of taking a circuitous route, a lady passenger who arrived 

from Kolkata to Delhi with a ticket for an onward journey to Dubai was intercepted on 7th  

December 2021, at IGI Airport, T-3, New Delhi. A search of her luggage revealed foreign 

currency worth US $ 46,100, prompting her arrest under Section 104 of the Customs Act of 

1962.64 

 

17.3 An Indian citizen travelling to Bangkok was arrested under the provisions of the 

Customs Act, 1962 after he was discovered carrying US $ 19900, equivalent to Rs. 15 lakhs, 

by concealing them inside "papad" packets.65 

17.4 Bangkok is a popular tourist destination for Indians. The customs officers at 

international airports keep a hawk’s eye on passengers travelling to Bangkok. Customs Officers 

at IGI Airport, Terminal 3, New Delhi, foiled an attempted smuggling by an Indian national 

bound for Bangkok on 16th September 2022, resulting in the recovery and seizure of US$ 55,900 

and 2,00,000 AED, equivalent to Rs. 86,00,000/- from the Indian citizen. The passenger was 

arrested under Section 104 of the Customs Act, 1962.66 
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17.5 Readers may find that the mode of concealment used at one of the international airports 

is not repeated or followed at other international airports. The primary reason for the same is 

the fact that different syndicates operate in different parts of the country, and the usage of a 

particular mode of concealment, to put it differently, is the intellectual property right of the 

syndicate of that gang or syndicate operating in that zone. In connection with this, we find that 

the Air Customs Officers at AIA, Chennai, on 20th September 2022, intercepted two male 

passengers bound for the Middle East, who had foreign currency concealed in their rectums and 

hand luggage.67 

 

17.6 Air Intelligence Officers of Kolkata Airport Customs, acting based on on-the-spot 

intelligence effected consecutive seizures totalling $ 42, 000 in an operation carried out at 

Kolkata Airport on the night of 19-20 July 2022. Out of this, a unique concealment of US 

$13,000 was unearthed. The concealment was detected when the recovery was US $13,000 and 

was effected by the turban (pagri) worn by the passenger.68  

17.7 The officers of Air Customs at IGI Airport, New Delhi booked a case of smuggling on 

7th September 2022, against an Indian national bound for Dubai, from whom illegal 249,500 

Saudi Arabian Riyals and 500 Qatari Riyals were recovered. The seized foreign currency was 

equivalent to Rs. 51.25 lakh, resulting in the arrest of the passenger.69 
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17.8 Officers from Kolkata Airport Customs recovered US $ 56200, equivalent to Rs. 42 

lakhs, hidden in the luggage of an outgoing Bangladeshi passenger on flight FZ460 to Dubai on 

30th December 2021.70 

 

17.9 On 3rd August 2022, an Indian national departing for Dubai, was arrested by the Air 

Customs Officer, IGI Airport, T-3, New Delhi after unaccounted foreign currency of 2.625 lakh 

Saudi Arabian Riyals and US $ 5000, equivalent to Rs. 58.15 lakhs, were recovered from his 

possession and seized under the provisions of Section 110 of the Customs Act, 1962, on a 

reasonable belief that the same were liable to confiscation under the Customs Act, 1962.71 

 

17.10 The AIA, Chennai is prone to different kinds of smuggling. Passengers departing for 

Colombo, the Middle East, or Singapore are apprehended at regular intervals for committing 

offences under the Customs Act, 1962.  

17.11 Based on specific intelligence received by the Air Intelligence Unit, Air Customs, 

Chennai, a passenger bound for Sharjah on 3rd July 2022, by G9 472 was intercepted. During 
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examination of his checked-in baggage, foreign currency equivalent to Rs. 34.23 lakhs were 

found concealed in envelope covers ingeniously kept in new shirt covers, which was recovered 

and seized under the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962, leading to the arrest of the passenger 

under Section 104 of the Customs Act, 1962.72 

 

17.12 The Air Customs Officers, AIA, Chennai, based on intelligence, intercepted a passenger 

on 20th June 2022, and conducted a search of his baggage. Foreign currency equivalent to Rs. 

34.76 lakhs were found concealed and was recovered and seized under Section 110 of the 

Customs Act, 1962, on a reasonable belief that the same were liable to confiscation under 

Section 111 of the Customs Act, 1962. Because of the omission and commission committed by 

the passenger, the passenger was arrested under Section 104 of the Customs Act, 1962.73 

 

17.13 On 18th June 2022, based on intelligence, three passengers bound for Colombo by Indigo 

flight 6E-1207 were intercepted by Air Customs Officers. Foreign currency worth Rs. 34.76 

lakh was recovered and seized during a search of their person under the Customs Act, 1962.74  
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17.14 The seizure of foreign currencies during the currency of the current calendar year at 

different International Airports is tabulated as under: 

SL 

NO

. 

NAME OF 

THE 

INTERNATI

ONAL 

AIRPORT 

DATE OF 

SEIZURE OF 

FOREIGN 

CURRENCY  

AMOUNT OF 

FOREIGN 

CURRENCIES 

SEIZED 

AMOUNT OF SEIZURE EQUIVALENT TO 

INDIAN RUPEES 

Mode of concealment 

1 Mangalore75 15.08.2022 US $ 13200 2071158 

 

 

Seizure effected from two 

passengers 
UAE 

DHIRAM 

31800 

KUWAITI 

DINAR 160 

SAR 16000 

2 Mangalore76 11.08.2022 US $ 597040 

 

Seized from a male passenger 

bound for Dubai. 

 

3 

Chennai77 

 

06.06.2022 Assorted 

foreign 

currencies  

1968000 

 

Found concealed in inner layer of 

bag. 
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4 Chennai78 05.06.2022 9746000 

 

 

 

 

Found concealed in the checked-in 

baggage. 

5 Chennai79 24.05.2022 5071000 

 

 

 

Found concealed in their checked-

in baggage/footwear. 

6 Chennai80 21.05.2022 1070000 

 

 

Found concealed in the checked-in 

baggage. 
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7 Chennai81 19.02.2022 UAE Dirhams 4629000 

 

 

 

 

Found concealed in inner layers of 

trolley bag. 

8 Chennai82 07.02.2022 US $ 

32800 

2429000 

 

 

 

Found concealed in the hand bags 

of 3 passengers bound for 

Colombo. 

9 Chennai83 10.02.2022 US $ and  

AED 

1457000 

 

 

 

Found concealed in hand baggage. 

10 Chennai84 08.02.2022 US $ 

&Euro 

785000 
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11 Chennai85 25.02.2022 US $ 75000 5576000 

 

 

 

Found concealed in a false layer 

inside the backpacks of the three 

passengers bound for Colombo. 

12 Chennai86 30.03.2022 Assorted 

foreign 

currencies 

3476000 

 

 

Concealed on their person and the 

baggage and the intercepted 

passengers were bound for 

Colombo. 

13 Chennai87 27.03.2022 US $ 2083000 
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14 Chennai88 21.04.2022 Assorted 

Foreign 

currencies 

19500000 

 

 

 

Concealed on person and baggage 

from 4 passenger bound for Dubai 

and 5 passengers bound for 

Colombo 

15 Chennai89 21.05.2022 1070000 

 

 

 

Found concealed. 

16 Chennai90 24.05.2022  5071000 

 

 

Five passengers (3 bound for 

Dubai, 1 for Colombo & 1 for 

Bangkok) were intercepted. Foreign 

currencies  

concealed in their check-in 

baggage/footwear. 
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17 Chennai91 05.06.2022 9746000 

 

 

Found concealed in check-in 

baggage. 

18 Chennai92 06.06.2022 1968000 

 

 

 

Found concealed in inner layer of 

bag. 

19 Chennai93 18.06.2022 US $ 3476000 

 

 

Three passengers bound for 

Colombo were intercepted and US 

$ was found concealed on their 

persons. 

20 Chennai94 20.06.2022 US $ 100 x 

450 

3476000 

 

 

Foreign currency concealed in the 

baggage. 
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21 Chennai95 03.07.2022 Saudi Arabian 

Riyals 

3423000 

 

 

 

Found concealed in envelope 

covers ingeniously kept in new shirt 

covers. 

22 KIA, 

Bengaluru96 

16.09.2022 US $ 

45000 

 

& 

 

UAE 

Dirhams 

185 

3545385 

 

 

 

- 

23 Mangalore 

International 

Airport97 

31.08.2022 AED 27500 577500 

 

 

 

- 

24 Mangalore 

International 

Airport98 

30.03.2022 US $ 

25000 

1880000 

 

 

- 
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25 Mangalore 

International 

Airport99 

08.02.2022 US $ 

10000 

 

& 

 

UAE 

Dirhams 

 

90000 

740000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

& 

1777000 

 

- 

26 KIA, 

Bengaluru100 

03.10.2022 US $ 32500 

 

Concealed in hand baggage and checked-in 

baggage 
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27 AIA, 

Chennai101 

02.10.2022 Assorted 

FC 

Equivalent 

to Rs.15.68 

lakhs 

 

Recovered from search of the passenger 

concealed inside the inner wear. 

28 Sri Guru Ram 

Das Ji 

International 

Airport, 

Amritsar102 

03.09.2022 EURO 

42000 

 

During the course of checking of baggage by 

CISF. 

29 CCSI Airport 

Lucknow103 

21.07.2022 SAR 

equivalent 

To 

Rs. 

34,23,120/- 

 

Customs Officer at CCSI Airport Lucknow 

seized foreign currency (Saudi Arabian 

Riyal) totally valued at Rs.34,23,120/- from 

a passenger travelling on a domestic flight  

and the said passenger did not have any valid 

legal documents in support of the foreign 

currency being carried by him. 

30 Customs 

Preventive, 

Cochin104 

30.01.2022 39,950 Saudi 

Riyal and 100 

Omani Riyal 

 

From the baggage of the passenger. 
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31 AIA, 

Chennai105 

6.6.2022 Assorted 

Foreign 

Currency 

equivalent  

to Rs. 19.68 

lakhs. 

 

Concealed in inner layer of bag. 

 

32 AIA, 

Chennai106 

5.6.2022 Assorted 

foreign 

currency notes 

of various 

denominations 

valued Rs. 

97.46 lakhs 

 

Concealed in the check-in baggage. 

 

33 AIA, 

Chennai107 

24.05.2022 Assorted 

Foreign 

Currency notes 

of various 

denominations 

totally valued at 

Rs. 50.71 lakhs 

from 5 

passengers 

 

Concealed in their check-in 

baggage/footwear. 

 

34 AIA, 

Chennai108 

21.05.2022 Currency notes 

of various 

denomination 

cumulatively 

equivalent to 

Rs.10.70 lakhs 

from 2 

passengers 

 

Found concealed. 
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35 AIA,Chennai109 19.02.2022 UAE Dirham)  

equivalent to 

Rs. 46.29 lakh 

 

Found concealed in inner layers of trolley 

bag. 

 

 

36 AIA,  

Chennai110 

19.02.2022  

US # 

32800 

foreign 

currency 

equivalent to 

Rs. 24.29 lakhs 

from 3 

passengers 

 

Concealed in their hand bags. 

 

37 AIA, 

Chennai111 

10.02.2022 US $ and AED 

equivalent to 

Rs.14.57 lakhs 

 

Found concealed in hand baggage. 

 

38 AIA, 

Chennai112 

08.02.2022 US $ 5000 

Euro 5000 

 

Found concealed in hand baggage. 
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39 AIA, 

Chennai113 

25.02.2022 US $  

75000 

 

Found concealed in a False layer inside the 

Backpacks of 3 passengers bound for 

Colombo. 

 

 

40 AIA, 

Chennai114 

30.03.2022 Foreign 

Currencies 

equivalent to 

Rs.55.59 lakhs 

 

Concealed in their person and the baggage 

and seized from 8 passengers bound for 

Colombo and Dubai. 

 

 

 

41 AIA, 

Chennai115 

21.04.2022 assorted 

Foreign 

Currency notes 

of various 

denomination 

totally 

equivalent to 

Rs.1.95 Cr. 

 

Found concealed in person and baggage 

from 4 passengers bound for Dubai and 5 

passengers bound for Colombo. 
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42 AIA, Chennai116 21.05.2022 Foreign 

Currency notes 

of various 

denomination 

totally valued at 

Rs.10.70 lakhs 

 

Found concealed and recovered from 2 

passengers bound for Dubai. 

 

 

43 AIA, Chennai117 24.05.2022 Foreign 

Currency notes 

of various 

denominations 

equivalent to 

Rs. 50.71 lakhs 

 

Found concealed in the check-in 

baggage/footwear of 3 passengers bound for 

Dubai, 1 for Colombo & 1 for Bangkok 

 

 

44 AIA, 

Chennai118 

05.06.2022 Foreign 

Currency notes 

of various 

denominations 

equivalent to 

Rs. 97.46 lakhs 

 

Found concealed in check-in baggage. 

 

45 AIA, 

Chennai119 

06.06.2022 Foreign 

Currency notes 

of various 

denominations 

equivalent to 

Rs. 19.68 lakhs 

 

Found concealed in inner layer of bag. 
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46 AIA, 

Chennai120 

18.06.2022 Foreign 

Currency notes 

of various 

denominations 

equivalent to 

Rs. 34.76 lakhs 

 

Concealed on persons by three passengers 

bound for Dubai. 

 

47 AIA 

Chennai121 

20.06.2022  

US $ 

45000 

 

Found concealed in his baggage. 

 

48 AIA, 

Chennai122 

03.07.2022 Saudi Arabian 

Riyals 

equivalent to 

Rs. 34.23 lakhs 

 

Found concealed in envelopes inside the 

checked-in baggage. 

 

 

49 KIA, 

Bangalore123 

21.01.2022 FC equivalent 

to Rs.24,32,730 

 

Found concealed in checked-in baggage 
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50 AIA, Chennai124 30.07.2022 Assorted 

foreign 

currency, 

equivalent 

to Rs. 

24.34 

lakhs 

 

Found in checked-in baggage during the 

course of examination.  

51 AIA, Chennai125 11.01.2022 Assorted 

foreign 

currency, 

equivalent 

to Rs. 

55.29 

lakhs 

  

Attempt to smuggle by concealing in 

baggage. 

52 AIA, Chennai126 27.12.2021 US $ 

155000 

Equivalent 

to Rs.1.15 

crore. 

 

Foreign Currency found concealed in check-

in baggage 

53 AIA, 

CHENNAI127 

22.12.2021 Assorted 

foreign 

currency, 

equivalent 

to Rs. 

58.53 

lakhs 
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54 KIA, 

 Bengaluru128 

21.01.2022 Assorted 

foreign 

currency, 

equivalent 

to Rs. 

24,32,730/- 

 

 

Concealed in checked-in baggage 

55 AIA, 

Chennai129 

04.12.2021 Saudi 

Riyals in 

500 

equivalent 

to Rs. 

21.34 lakh 

 

Concealed in checked-in baggage 

 

 

56 AIA, 

CHENNAI130 

16.12.2021 3,47,200 SAR 

& 1000 US $ 

equivalent to 

Rs.68.09 lakh 

 

Examination of checked-in baggage led to 

the recovery and seizure of  3,47,200 SAR & 

1000 US $ equivalent to Rs.68.09 lakh found 

concealed in paper folders. 

 

 

57 AIA,  

CHENNAI131 

20.12.2021 Assorted 

foreign 

currency 

equivalent to 

Rs.56.63 lakh  

 

Foreign Currency found concealed in rectum 

and hand bag. 
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58 AIA, 

CHENNAI132 

22.12.2021 Assorted 

foreign 

currency 

equivalent to 

Rs.58.53 lakh 

 

Upon examination Rs.58.53 lakh worth 

Foreign Currency, recovered &seized under 

CA 1962. 

 

 

59 AIA, 

CHENNAI133 

27.12.2021 US $ 155000 

 

Foreign Currency found concealed in 

checked-in baggage. 

 

 

ADMISSION OF ILLEGAL IMPORT OF GOLD AND SMUGGLING OF FOREIGN 

CURRENCY 

18 Passengers of foreign origin arriving in India do not necessarily get caught at the time 

of arrival. The illegally imported gold is sold in the domestic market and thereupon the Indian 

Rupee is exchanged for US $ and other foreign currencies.  Such passengers who are caught do 

not disclose the identity of the buyers resulting in the inability of the enforcement agencies to 

unearth the entire conspiracy.  However, passengers do get caught with the foreign currencies 

at the time of departure nullifying their entire proceeds.  Readers may read the Adjudication 

Order passed by the adjudicating authority involving illegal import of gold and illegal export of 

foreign currencies by the international passengers.134 Furthermore, it is also a fact on record that 

the passengers are enticed and entrapped to indulge in smuggling of gold as a part of conspiracy 

as is evident from a case decided by the adjudicating authority of Kolkata Customs in respect 

of a couple based out of Mumbai, who were roped in by a Director of a Logistics company 

based out of Kolkata.135 

STUDY OF MODUS OPERANDI 

19 A study of the modus operandi adopted by the carriers categorically reveal that the 

foreign currency is concealed in such a manner to avoid detection during the security check of 

the CISF.  It is to be noted that while the Hyderabad is modelled on the IGI Airport, New Delhi 

and in both these airports, the domestic and international operations from the same premises.  
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Though the arrival of domestic and international passengers is segregated, the departure does 

have a common meeting point and such loopholes are exploited by the unscrupulous travellers 

wherein the domestic passengers and international passengers, as a part of criminal conspiracy, 

end up exchanging and or handing over of the foreign currency or gold. The carriers, also known 

as foot soldiers, are an exploited lot by unscrupulous lobby in siphoning of the foreign exchange 

for their own benefits. It is the foot soldier, who for various reasons including but not limited 

to unemployment, being cashiered, Covid-effects, slowing down of overseas economies, etc., 

agree to indulge in the activities listed herein. But the pure beneficiary who orchestras the entire 

game is the ultimate beneficiary.  In the absence of any solid evidence and keeping in view the 

high social status enjoyed, it is too difficult for the Proper Officer to get to the bottom of such 

transaction and book such unscrupulous persons under the Customs Act, 1962.  Such 

unscrupulous persons make it a point to camouflage their activities and generally leave no 

footprints in their transactions.  It is required to be noted herein that the entire foreign exchange, 

but for the seizure, would have ended up in the purchase of gold or other goods.  A portion of 

the same certainly represents the underhand transactions in respect of certain imports and these 

may also reflect the portion of the balance payments in respect of those imports.  In order to 

unearth the conspiracy and reach the main benefactory, it is necessary that the financial 

investigations are conducted so as to enable the investigating officer to come to a definite 

conclusion about the persons behind in the entire chain of events. 

NEED FOR COOPERATION OF ALL STAKEHOLDERS 

20 In these circumstances, it is the surveillance and intelligence teams of CISF, Customs 

and others stakeholders, including the Airlines, should come together fight together in unison 

to contain the menace of illegal export/smuggling of foreign currency.  Needless to mention, 

this is true of illicit drug trafficking through the passenger route and that of the any of the 

offences which affects the economy.  The moto for the stakeholders should be “Nation First”. 

STUDY OF CURRENCY IN CIRCULATION 

21 Despite the push towards use of digital currency in the settlement of transactions and 

consequent increase in digital transactions, there is a prevalence of cash transactions in the 

economy. 

21.1 A study of the Chapter on Currency Management in the Annual Report of the RBI 

reveals the Developments in Currency in Circulation as under136: 

“ 2. Developments in Currency in Circulation 

VIII.3 Currency in circulation (CiC) includes banknotes and coins. 
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Presently, the Reserve Bank issues banknotes in denominations of ₹2, ₹5, 

₹10, ₹20, ₹50, ₹100, ₹200, ₹500 and ₹2000. Coins in circulation comprise 

50 paise and ₹1, ₹2, ₹5, ₹10 and ₹20 denominations. 

Banknotes 

VIII.4 The value and volume of banknotes in circulation increased by 9.9 

per cent and 5.0 per cent, respectively, during 2021-22 as compared with 

16.8 per cent and 7.2 per cent, respectively, during 2020-21 (Table VIII.1). 

In value terms, the share of ₹500 and ₹2000 banknotes together accounted 

for 87.1 per cent of the total value of banknotes in circulation as on March 

31, 2022, as against 85.7 per cent as on March 31, 2021. In volume terms, 

₹500 denomination constituted the highest share at 34.9 per cent, followed 

by ₹10 denomination banknotes, which constituted 21.3 per cent of the 

total banknotes in circulation as on March 31, 2022.” 

Table VIII.1: Banknotes in Circulation (end-March) 

 Volume (Pieces in lakhs) Value (in (₹ crore) 

Denomination 

(₹) 
2020 2021 2022 2020 2021 2022 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 and 5 

  

1,12,203 1,11,728 1,11,261 4,331 4,307 4,284 

(9.7) (9.0) (8.5) (0.2) (0.2) (0.1) 

10 

  

3,04,022 2,93,681 2,78,046 30,402 29,368 27,805 

(26.2) (23.6) (21.3) (1.3) (1.0) (0.9) 

20 

  

82,994 90,579 1,10,129 16,599 18,116 22,026 

(7.2) (7.3) (8.4) (0.7) (0.6) (0.7) 

50 

  

86,009 87,524 87,141 43,004 43,762 43,571 

(7.4) (7.0) (6.7) (1.8) (1.5) (1.4) 

100 1,99,021 1,90,555 1,81,420 1,99,021 1,90,555 1,81,421 
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  (17.2) (15.3) (13.9) (8.2) (6.7) (5.8) 

200 

  

53,646 58,304 60,441 1,07,293 1,16,608 1,20,881 

(4.6) (4.7) (4.6) (4.4) (4.1) (3.9) 

500 

  

2,94,475 3,86,790 4,55,468 14,72,373 19,33,951 22,77,340 

(25.4) (31.1) (34.9) (60.8) (68.4) (73.3) 

2000 

  

27,398 24,510 21,420 5,47,952 4,90,195 4,28,394 

(2.4) (2.0) (1.6) (22.6) (17.3) (13.8) 

Total 11,59,768 12,43,671 13,05,326 24,20,975 28,26,863 31,05,721 

Note: 1. Figures in parentheses represent the percentage share in total volume/value. 

2. Figures may not add up due to the rounding-off of numbers. 

Source: RBI. 

21.2 An analysis of the above Table categorically reveals that there has been a steady increase 

in the volume of the currency in circulation from 11,59,768 pieces in lakhs in the year 2020 to 

13,05,326 lakh pieces. In value terms for the period in question, the same represents Rs. 

24,20,975 crores in the year 2020 and 31,05,721 crores in the year 2022. Hence, it can be 

certainly said that despite the push for digital payments, the use of cash for the purpose of 

settlement of transactions has not come down drastically.  The increasing prevalence of cash 

transactions can be attributed to such transactions in the real estate sector, where despite various 

State Governments having a Circle rate in place, the use of cash to settle 40% of the transactions 

continues to exist.  Similar is the position with the jewellery sector.  It is a compulsion that what 

has been manufactured or got manufactured out of illegally procured gold 

bars/coins/nuggets/dust/paste must be invariably sold without being accounted for in cash.  

Many other sectors also have similar issues and that is one of the reasons for the heavy 

dependence on cash for settlement of the transactions. Cash as a method is linked to the sale 

and purchase of other commodities such as alcohol, cigarette, biris, gutkha & pan masala, 

consumer durables and it is also used widely to cause evasion of GST, Income Tax, and other 

statutory dues to the Government. Such transactions result in the generation of cash and 

consequently conversion of the same into foreign exchange by the unauthorized dealers and 

physical transfer to the country of destination, usually Dubai, which is perhaps one of the safest 
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places in the world where such transactions can be done in the safest possible manner. 

21.3 The physical transportation of foreign exchange using carriers is the safest method as it 

reaches the destination in the quickest possible time. The carriers are chosen carefully by the 

syndicate, and they usually come from the lower strata of the society and their exploitation is 

done in the guise of providing employment. Carriers view this from a different angle i.e., they 

have a chance to earn something rather than sit idle.  The smuggling of foreign currency is also 

done by foreign nationals who initially indulge in smuggling of contraband, including cigarettes 

(which do not adhere to the legal requirements under the extant Law of India), gold, etc.  Various 

means are adopted to bring such goods into the country clandestinely and an artificial demand 

is created and the proceeds of the sale are converted into foreign currency and is attempted to 

be siphoned off. 

INVOLVEMENT OF FOREIGNERS IN FUELLING THE DEMAND OF GOLD AND 

IN ILLEGAL IMPORT  

22 It would be quite apt to refer to the W.P.( CRL) 2317/2019 decided on 21st January 2020 

by the Hon’ble High Court of Delhi in the case of Mohammad SeddiqYousufi  V. UOI and 

Another, reported as 2020 (2) TMI 383 - DELHI HIGH COURT 

“2. The brief facts stated are that on 13.06.2018, the Air Intelligence Unit 

(AIU) of Cochin International Airport Ltd (CIAL), Nedumbassery received 

an information from CIAL screening staff, who were engaged in screening 

of checked-in baggage for departure, that they have identified a suspicious 

baggage. The baggage belonged to the detenu, Mohammad Seddiq 

Yousufi, an Afghan national. He was travelling from Kochi to Dubai in 

Emirates Flight No. EK 533. He was issued a boarding pass allocating 

seat No.11A alongwith checked-in baggage tag bearing No.EK28548. In 

presence of witnesses and detenu, one checked-in bag was examined and 

found to contain foreign currencies i.e. US Dollars and Saudi Arabian 

Riyals which were found concealed inside one sky-blue coloured electric 

rice cooker of make "Red cherry", one electric coil stove of make 

"Polomix G Coil Hot Plate" and 6 nos. of readymade shirts. On counting 

inventory, it was found he was carrying USD 14,18,650/- and Saudi 

Riyals 8,99,500/-. Total Foreign Currency was equivalent to INR 

10,94,05,047.50/- (Rupees Ten crores ninety-four lakhs five thousand 

forty-seven rupees and fifty paisa only). On his personal search, he was 
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found having INR 13,360/-, USD 200/-, UAE Dirham 190/- and Afghani 

currency 3,680/-. It was personal money of the detenu and according to 

department, same was returned. In absence of any document to prove 

acquisition and possession of said foreign currency, same were seized on 

reasonable belief that those were liable for confiscation under provisions 

of Customs Act, 1962 read with provisions of Foreign Exchange 

Management Act, 1999. Packing materials were also seized as same were 

liable for confiscation under Section 119 of the Customs Act, 1962. 

3. Statement of detenu was recorded on 14.06.2018 under Section 108 of 

Customs Act, 1962. Statement of detenu was recorded by Shri. Sunil 

Kumar, Inspector of Customs in presence of an independent witness as he 

could not write any language. According to detenu, currency was given to 

him by one Barullah Khan, who has money exchange shop located at 3 

minutes distance from Durga Mandir. On receiving money from 

Barullah Khan, he packed same inside the bag alongwith clothes. He 

was asked to hand over same to a person at Dubai, who would contact 

him on reaching Dubai. He had met Barullah Khan 3 months back when 

he sold smuggled cigarettes. He further submitted that Barullah Khan 

was introduced to him by a person named Hamidullah who is a smuggler 

friend from Afghanistan..” 

22.1 Apart from the involvement of Bangladeshis, Sri Lankans, Taiwanese, Sudanese, the 

involvement of foreigners can be traced to the latest seizure effected by the Air Customs Officer 

of CSI Airport, Mumbai on the intervening night of 11th October 2022, wherein the Air Customs 

Officer seized 9.895 kilograms of gold, concealed in specially designed chest belt, valued at Rs 

5.20 crores from an Indian passenger who arrived from Dubai. Gold was handed over to the 

Indian passenger by two Sudanese at Dubai Airport, who also travelled along with the Indian 

passenger137. 

23. Similarly on 13th October 2022, 16 kilos of gold valued at Rs.8.4 crores from an Indian 

passenger who arrived from Addis Ababa138. It is quite well known that poverty is widespread 

in Sudan and has widespread social and economic inequalities. It is not the first time that the 

citizens of Sudan have indulged in illegal import of gold into India. Past records of the Sudanese 

citizens do not inspire confidence.  It is required to be noted at this juncture that several 

passengers from the African continent including that of Ethiopia have been arrested 

under the NDPS Act, 1985139. Hence, there is a possibility of the proceeds of the drug 
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money being taken out of the country and is laundered and converted into gold, the easiest 

and safest contraband, and being illegally imported into the country for the squaring off 

the transaction and in doing so, the citizens of Sudan have joined the drug syndicates 

operating out of the African continent. 

23.1 An Egyptian passenger was intercepted on 15th October 2022 at RGIA, Hyderabad and 

search of his person and his baggage yielded 24 carat gold chain of 500 grams and 6 bangles of 

302 grams, cumulatively weighing 802 grams of 99% purity was seized.140 

 

23.2 The inflow of illegal import gold in huge quantities by foreigners – Bangladeshis, 

Myanmarese (formerly known as Burmese), Sudanese, Egyptian, Sri Lankan,  etc. is one of the 

biggest challenges.  The mastermind or the key men operating in India are orchestrating by 

entire game for ulterior motive. An urgent need is there to unearth the entire conspiracy to 

unravel the mystery of illegal import of gold by foreigners.   

THRUST FOR PUSH FOR DIGITAL TRANSACTIONS 

24 In the meantime, the thrust to push for use of digital payments especially in the sectors 

noted herein. The firms/companies functioning under this sector should, by mandate of law, be 

asked to conduct 50% of their transactions in the digital mode, with incremental rise by 5% to 

7.5% every year.  Even though squeezing of cash transactions would impact the industry, it is 

in the interest of the country and the consumer.  In the meantime, the cash in circulation could 

also be brought down when there is thrust is towards digital transactions.  This is indeed the 

need of the hour. 

25. Having understood the interplay between gold smuggling and illegal export of 

currencies, it would be more appropriate to end the article with the report of the busting of a 

gold smuggling racket on 19th October 2022, which resulted in the seizure of 13.189 kilograms 
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of gold, valued at Rs. 6.7 crore by the Customs Officers of Vijayawada Customs 

Commissionerate (Preventive)141.. It is important to note that approximately 20 teams totaling 

close to 100 officers carried out the entire operation. They stopped people who were 

transporting contraband in buses, cars, and trains at the cities of Nellore, Eluru, Kakinada, 

Sullurupeta, and Chilakaluripeta, as well as conducting searches at various locations belonging 

to those who were involved, which resulted in the seizing gold and cash. 

 

26.1 The proceeds of sale of gold, in cash, amounting to Rs.4.24 crores can be seen by 

clicking on to this link142. 

27 Gold being notified goods under Section 123 of the Customs Act, 1962, the onus is on 

the person from whom the gold is seized to prove that the same has not been smuggled, which 

is a herculean task. In terms of Section 121 of the Customs Act, 1962, “the sale proceeds of 

any smuggled goods are sold by a person having knowledge or reason to believe that the goods 

are smuggled goods, the sale-proceeds thereof shall be liable to confiscation.” The cyclic 

feature would have led to conversion into the required foreign currency in the black market and 

preparation to export via the passenger route, as has been shown here, would have been 

undertaken.  The need of the hour is to stop the symbiotic relationship between the benefactors 

and the foot soldiers, simultaneously identify the benefactors involved in these transactions, and 

book them as well for aiding and abetting the foot soldiers in the commission of the offence 

This is due to the fact that there has been a dramatic increase in foreign currency seizures 

throughout the international airports, and this trend is directly tied to, among other things, the 

importation of gold. 
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